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KINETICS NOISE CONTROL LAUNCHES THE “KLEEN” LINE OF PRODUCTS
An exciting collection of kleen Baffles, Clouds, and Acoustical Panels
are now available in a wide variety of colors and styles
Dublin, OH, October 13th, 2020- Kinetics Noise Control Inc. (Kinetics) is proud to announce the launch of
the kleen line of PET products that combines interior design and acoustical function, all without
impacting indoor air quality.
What is kleen? The kleen family of products feature recycled PET, offering ultra-low VOC emissions and
bleach cleanability. The material is formaldehyde free and 100% recyclable. kleen balances acoustical
design with an emphasis on environmental wellness.
kleen includes seven different cloud and baffle products, two wall coverings, and two dividers. With
close to forty colors to choose from, custom shapes and sizes, as well as cutout patterns available on
many products, kleen allows designers infinite possibilities all while helping tame harsh reverberation
leaving rooms more productive, comfortable, and inviting.
“We’re elated to introduce kleen to the construction world” says Ben Hickey, National Sales Manager
Room Acoustics and Home Markets. “This array of acoustical products is design oriented with minimal
environmental impact”.
Go to the kleen website and discover all the design possibilities- kineticsnoise.com/kleen.

About Kinetics Noise Control
Established in 1958 as industrial consultants focused on controlling sound and vibration, Kinetics now
produces the industry’s largest selection of products and solutions that control airborne noise, isolate
structure-borne vibration, enhance room acoustics, create quiet spaces, and restrain non-structural
building systems.
About Catalyst Acoustics Group
Catalyst Acoustics Group is the parent company of an elite group of acoustic, seismic, vibration and
noise control companies that together, offer the broadest portfolio of noise control solutions in the
market today. The independent brands, channels to market, products and services offered by each
business remain unique, while leveraging the scale, deep functional expertise, broad channel reach and
significant financial resources.
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